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Abstract—The problem of call admission control (CAC) is con-
sidered for leaky bucket constrained sessions with deterministic
service guarantees (zero loss and finite delay bound) served by a
generalized processor sharing scheduler at a single node in the
presence of best effort traffic. Based on an optimization process,
a CAC algorithm capable of determining the (unique) optimal so-
lution is derived. The derived algorithm is also applicable, under a
slight modification, in a system where the best effort traffic is ab-
sent and is capable of guaranteeing that if it does not find a solution
to the CAC problem, then a solution does not exist. The numerical
results indicate that the CAC algorithm can achieve a significant
improvement on bandwidth utilization as compared to a (deter-
ministic) effective bandwidth-based CAC scheme.

Index Terms—Call admission control, generalized processor
sharing, optimal bandwidth allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE GENERALIZED processor sharing (GPS) scheduling
discipline has been widely considered to allocate band-

width resources to multiplexed traffic streams. Its effectiveness
and capabilities in guaranteeing a certain level of quality of ser-
vice (QoS) to the supported streams in both a stochastic ([5],
[6], [4]) and deterministic ([1]–[3], [7]) sense have been investi-
gated. Traffic management based on deterministic guarantees is
expected to lead to lower network resource utilization compared
to that under stochastic guarantees. Nevertheless, such consider-
ations are necessary when deterministic guarantees are required
by the applications. In addition, they can provide valuable in-
sight and methodology for the consideration of stochastic guar-
antees.

Under the GPS scheduling discipline traffic is treated as an
infinitely divisible fluid. A GPS server that serves sessions is
characterized by positive real numbers , referred
to as weights. These weights affect the amount of service pro-
vided to the sessions (or their bandwidth shares). More specifi-
cally, if denotes the amount of session traffic served in
a time interval , then the following relation will hold for any
session that is continuously backlogged in the interval ;
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session is considered to be backlogged at time if a positive
amount of session traffic is queued at time

(1)

In their seminal papers [1], [2] on GPS, Parekh and Gallager
have analyzed the GPS scheduling discipline in a deterministic
setting where the traffic of each session is regulated by a leaky
bucket regulator. In the single-node and the multiple-node cases
they obtained closed form expressions for bounds on the delay
and backlog for a certain class of GPS schedulers called rate pro-
portional processor sharing (RPPS) schedulers. In [7], Zhang et
al. obtained closed-form expressions for the end-to-end perfor-
mance bounds for a broader class of GPS networks known as
consistent relative session treatment (CRST) GPS networks. In
[11], Yaron and Sidi studied GPS networks with exponentially
bounded burstiness arrivals. In [5], Zhang et al. investigated the
behavior of GPS in a stochastic setting. The above-mentioned
papers derive delay and backlog bounds for a session in GPS
schedulers, given a particular weight allocation for the session.

The inverse problem of mapping the QoS requirements of the
sessions to weight allocations in GPS schedulers is of practical
importance. Kesidis et al. in [12] and Zhang et al. in [6] address
this problem in a stochastic setting (stochastic arrival processes
and statistical guarantees) employing packet loss probability as
the QoS metric. In [13], the above problem is addressed for
leaky bucket regulated connections and statistical delay guar-
antees. The work most relevant to ours is that of [3], where
tight delay bounds (also reported in [9]) have been presented
in conjunction with a CAC algorithm for the single-node case,
which aims to calculate a weight assignment for the sessions
that would not result in an overachievement of session delays.
In order to do so, the dependencies among the sessions must
be considered. The CAC procedure in [3] does not address this
problem directly since it employs an exhaustive search, having
performance bound calculations as an intermediate step. More
specifically, the maximum delay experienced by the sessions is
determined for a weight assignment and the assignment is mod-
ified trying to maximize an objective function. While the search
in [3] terminates after a finite number of steps, it does not guar-
antee that an acceptable assignment does not exist if it is not
found. This could result in an overallocation of bandwidth and
sometimes a call block, even if the bandwidth necessary to guar-
antee the call’s QoS requirements is available.

A major contribution of this paper is a CAC algorithm for
the single-node case which fully exploits the bandwidth sharing
mechanism of GPS and determines the optimal weights di-
rectly from the QoS requirements of the sessions rather than
through a recursive computation of the induced delay bounds
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and weight reassignment. In addition, it turns out that the op-
timal scheme is less complex than that of [3].

The investigation of the CAC problem and the derivation of
the optimal solution, although limited to the single-node case,
are relevant not only on a theoretical but also on a practical basis.
If the bottleneck links in the network are at the edges of the net-
work, it suffices to have an admission control and bandwidth
reservation at the access link. For example, in [14] a realistic
scenario is described where a high-speed LAN is connected to
the high-speed Internet through a 2-Mb/s access link, which is
the bottleneck. As another example, where the single-node case
analysis suffices to guarantee the end-to-end delay, consider the
input of a (semi-)permanent VP in an ATM network. Assuming
that the same amount of bandwidth is reserved for it at all nodes,
the end-to-end delay of the sessions is equal to the delay expe-
rienced at the first node (traffic is considered as fluid). In addi-
tion, the derivation of the optimal scheme for the single-node
case, apart from its own theoretical value as a bound on the per-
formance of GPS, provides insight into the bandwidth-sharing
mechanism of GPS and sheds light into the difficulties occur-
ring in the multiple-node case.

The major results are derived by considering a mixed traffic
environment in which the bandwidth resource controlled by the
GPS server is shared by a number of QoS sensitive streams and
best effort traffic. This system will be referred to as a best ef-
fort traffic aware generalized processor sharing (BETA-GPS)
system. The developed algorithm determines the minimum
assignments for the QoS sensitive streams which are just suffi-
cient to meet their QoS and, consequently, maximizes the (re-
maining) assignment to the best effort traffic. Based on the
main results, an optimal CAC scheme is proposed in this paper
for a decoupled system of GPS-controlled QoS sensitive traffic
and best effort traffic (referred to as pure QoS system, see Sec-
tion IV). The formulation of the pure QoS system facilitates the
derivation of the minimum required GPS scheduler capacity to
support N QoS sensitive streams, which is, in itself, an inter-
esting problem.

In Section II, some basic definitions are presented and the
BETA-GPS environment is described. In Section III, an opti-
mization process for the weight assignment is developed, the
properties of the optimal assignment are studied, and the pro-
posed optimal CAC algorithm is derived. In Section IV, we de-
scribe how the results of Section III can be utilized in the pure
QoS GPS system. In Section V, some numerical results are pre-
sented. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BETA-GPS SYSTEM

A. GPS-Related Definitions

QoS sensitive sessions will be assumed to be leaky bucket
constrained. That is, the amount of session traffic arriving at
the GPS server over any interval , referred to as the session
arrival function , will be bounded as follows:

and represent the burstiness and
long-term maximum mean arrival rate of session . A session is
characterized as a greedy starting at time if the aforementioned
bound is achieved, that is if

. A GPS system busy period is defined to be a maximal time

interval during which at least one session is backlogged at any
time instant in the interval.

An all-greedy GPS system is defined as a system in which all
the sessions are greedy starting at time zero, the beginning of a
system busy period. The significance of the all-greedy system
follows from [11, Th. 3]: If the input link speed of any session

exceeds the GPS service rate, then for every session , the
maximum delay and the maximum backlog are achieved
(not necessarily at the same time) when every session is greedy
starting at time zero, the beginning of a system busy period.
This implies that if the server can guarantee an upper bound on
a session’s delay, under the all-greedy system assumption this
bound would be valid under any arrival pattern. In view of the
previous observation and by examining only all-greedy systems,
the CAC problem for a GPS system is simplified.

Let denote the beginning of a system busy period in
the all-greedy system. For each session the arrival function
takes the form . If denotes
the amount of session traffic queued at time , then

and for all by assumption.
Let denote the backlog clearing time of session , then

(2)

and corresponds to the session busy period.
The QoS sensitive sessions will be assumed to have a

stringent delay requirement, denoted by for session .
Thus, a QoS sensitive session will be characterized by the
triplet . To ensure that the delay constraint for the
QoS sensitive session is met, a minimum amount of service

must be provided by the GPS server to session over
the interval , where

(3)

That is, the actual amount of service (work) provided
to session over the interval must satisfy

(4)

The function is referred to as session requirements.

B. Description of the System and Problem Formulation

The BETA-GPS system is depicted in Fig. 1. The BETA-GPS
server capacity is assumed to be shared by QoS sensitive
sessions with descriptors and best
effort traffic represented by an additional session. Each session
is provided a buffer and the input links are considered to have
infinite capacity. Quantities associated with a QoS sensitive ses-
sion (best effort session) will be identified by a subscript ,

. To avoid degenerate cases and be consistent with
the GPS definitions it is assumed that
and that the assignment of the BETA-GPS scheduler to a ses-
sion cannot be zero .

Generally, the task of CAC is to determine whether the net-
work can accept a new session without causing QoS require-
ment violations. In the case of a GPS scheduler, it should also
provide the server with the weight assignment which will be
used in the actual service of the admitted calls. A CAC scheme
for a GPS server is considered to be optimal if its incapability
to admit a specific set of sessions implies that no assignment
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Fig. 1. Functional diagram of the BETA-GPS system.

exists under which the server could serve this set of sessions
(respecting all QoS requirements even under the worst case ar-
rival scenario all-greedy system). In addition, an optimal CAC
scheme for the BETA-GPS system should seek to maximize the
amount of service provided to the (traffic unlimited) best effort
session under any arrival scenario and over any time horizon,
while satisfying the QoS requirement of the (traffic limited) QoS
sensitive sessions. That is, it should seek to maximize the nor-
malized1 weight assigned to the best effort traffic while
satisfying the QoS requirement of QoS sensitive sessions.

Obviously, maximizing the weight assigned to the best effort
traffic is equivalent to minimizing the sum of weights assigned
to the QoS sensitive sessions. In view of this discussion, the
following definition may be provided.

Definition 1: (a) The optimal CAC scheme for the
BETA-GPS system is the one that is based on the optimal

assignment for the BETA-GPS system.
(b) The optimal assignment for the BETA-GPS system

is the one that allows the QoS sensitive sessions to meet
their QoS requirements—provided that it is possible—and
achieves or, equivalently,

, where according
to the definition of GPS.

In an all-greedy system, all QoS sensitive sessions are back-
logged at time . Let denote the set of sessions that
are backlogged in the interval , and let denote the
set of sessions which have emptied their backlog before time
, that is,

, where is defined in (2). Each ses-
sion requires a rate equal to . Consequently, the
bandwidth that can be considered to be available for allocation
to the sessions is equal to .
Session will be allocated a share of that bandwidth
equal to and will be served with a rate

. Let

(5)

be referred to as the normalized backlogged sessions allocated
(NBSA) bandwidth (this quantity is called “universal slope” in
[1]). Clearly, changes value each time a session empties its
backlog and remains constant between two consecutive backlog
clearing times. Thus, is a piecewise constant function with
the discontinuity points coinciding with the backlog clearing
times of the sessions.

1Without loss of generality, it is assumed that � + � = 1:

Let denote the ordered set of distinct
backlog clearing times and let be the beginning
of the system busy period. For two consecutive backlog
clearing times, and . Treating the
NBSA bandwidth as a left continuous function implies that

and

(6)

is an increasing function of time since it preserves a con-
stant value between two consecutive backlog clearing times and

for a backlog clearing time .2

The amount of scheduler’s work that is shared among the
backlogged sessions over the time interval
is equal to .

Let

(7)

be referred to as the NBSA work. Then, in view of (6) and (7),
session is allocated an amount of work equal to

over .

III. OPTIMAL CALL ADMISSION CONTROL FOR

THE BETA-GPS SYSTEM

A. Optimizing an Acceptable Assignment

In this section, a process that converts an acceptable
assignment into a more efficient acceptable one is developed.
An acceptable assignment is one which is feasible (that is,

) and delivers the required QoS to each of the
supported QoS sensitive sessions. A assignment is more effi-
cient than another if the sum of s under the former
assignment is smaller than that under the latter.

The aforementioned process will be referred to as the eXpand
Minimum busy period First (XMF) process. According to the
XMF process, each QoS sensitive session’s busy period is ex-
panded as much as its QoS would permit, starting from the set
of QoS sensitive sessions that empty their backlog first in order.
A very important property of the XMF process is that it converts
any acceptable assignment into the optimal one.

Let denote the set of acceptable policies (or equivalently,
assignments) and let . The application of the XMF

process to results in an acceptable policy ,

2Proof: Assume, without loss of generality, that only one session, session
k, empties its backlog at b . The fact that session k empties its backlog at b
implies that it was served with a rate greater than � at t = b , i.e.,

� < � Ĉ(b ), � P < � R , P R � � P

> P R � � R , P (R � � )

> (P � � )R , P R > P R , Ĉ(b )

= Ĉ(b ) < Ĉ(b )

where

R = C � � ; P = 1� �

R = C � � ; P = 1� � :
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which is not less efficient than denotes a policy
that is generated by applying the XMF process to . In partic-
ular, it will be shown that is unique and more efficient than

, except for the case in which .
Let denote the set of QoS sensitive sessions that empty

their backlog th in order under , and let be the time
instant when this happens. Let and

denote the sets of sessions that empty their backlog
before (past) and after (future) , respectively. The following
definitions will be needed.

Definition 2:

a) A session is compressed (decompressed) in space if
its weight is decreased (increased).

b) A session is decompressed in space, or its busy period
is expanded, if its backlog clearing time is increased.

c) Sessions in are uniformly decompressed in space,
or their busy periods are uniformly expanded, if their
backlog clearing times are equally increased.

d) A session preserves its position in ( ) space if its
weight (backlog clearing time) remains unchanged.

e) A set is compressible in space if
exists such that sessions do not violate their delay

bounds when they are assigned a weight , under
the conditions: a) sessions in preserve their
position in space and b) sessions which emptied their
backlog after sessions in still empty their backlog after
sessions in .

1) Description of the XMF Process: The XMF process ap-
plied to an acceptable policy is described in Fig. 2.
Throughout the description only the treatment of the QoS sensi-
tive sessions is considered, and this is sufficient since the weight
assigned to best effort traffic is given by under a
policy .

At this point, the following should be noted. XMF is a concep-
tual process which is not directly applicable at a computational
level. Sessions’ weights and busy periods change in a contin-
uous way under this process. In addition, and in order to keep
the presentation clear and simple, each time that the process
modifies the policy it is applied to, the process is presented to
be reapplied in its entirety to the modified policy, although not
necessary. The rationale for this approach is that since XMF is a
conceptual process, it is not a concern how many times it will be
applied as long as it terminates (generates results) after a finite
number of steps.

2) Properties of the XMF Process: The XMF process forces
all sessions to empty their backlog as late as possible. The only
parameters that impose an upper limit on the expansion of the
busy periods are the sessions’ delay bounds, which do not de-
pend on . Thus, one could expect not to depend on . The
following propositions hold. Their proofs may be found in the
Appendix.

Proposition 1: The (intermediate) policy that is defined at
the end of Steps II–1a), II–1b), or II–2a) is acceptable and more
efficient than .

Proposition 2: The final policy that results when the appli-
cation of the XMF process to an arbitrary original acceptable
policy is terminated is acceptable and does not depend on
the original policy; that is,

.

Fig. 2. Flowchart and description of XMF process.

From Propositions 1 and 2, it is easily concluded that: 1) is
the only policy that remains unchanged under the XMF process;
that is, and 2) for any

is more efficient than , except for
the case where . In view of the above, the following
proposition is self-evident.

Proposition 3: Policy for any is
optimal and unique.

B. Properties of the Optimal Assignment

In this section, some properties of the optimal policy are
provided. It is shown that in order to determine it is sufficient
to observe the all-greedy system at certain time instants which
coincide with either the delay bound or the backlog clearing
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time of some session. For this reason, the notion of the check-
points is introduced.

Definition 3: Let , that is, coincides with the be-
ginning of the system busy period of the all-greedy system.
Let denote the ordered set of distinct
time instants which coincide with either the delay bound or
the backlog clearing time of some session. The time instant

will be referred to as the th ordered check-
point.

Definition 4: Let . That is, checkpoint
coincides with the time instant at which the deadline of ses-

sion expires. The following quantities are defined for session
at all checkpoints such that

(8)

(9)

where .
The quantity is expressed in terms of the values of

the associated quantities (session’s requirements, NBSA work)
left of and refers to the evolution of the system for less
than . On the other hand, the quantity is expressed
in terms of the value of the NBSA bandwidth right of .

The quantity represents the fraction of the total
NBSA work that must be assigned to session in order for
session to be assigned work exactly equal to up to
time , given that session has not emptied its backlog before
time . In particular, the denominator of the right-hand side
of (8) is the total amount of NBSA work which is assigned to
backlogged sessions up to time , including sessions which
cleared their backlog earlier and are no longer backlogged at
time . Each session , which is still backlogged at , gets
a fraction of this work equal to , that is, it is assigned work
equal to . The quantity rep-
resents the fraction of the NBSA bandwidth just after that
must be assigned to session in order for session to be served
with a rate equal to . It is easily seen that this is sufficient to
ensure that its requirements are satisfied for , if session
is assigned work at least equal to up to time . The
usefulness of these quantities follows from Proposition 5.

Proposition 4: Under
. That is, each QoS sensitive session empties its

backlog after checkpoint .
Proof: For , session requirements have zero value

and, thus, they do not impose a restriction on the expansion
of session busy period. This means that if session

would be compressible in space, thus would not re-
main unchanged under XMF. If , since for

, it is implied that an infinitesimal
decrease of session’s weight would be possible (session would
be compressible in space).

Proposition 5: Under , QoS sensitive session is assigned
weight

if such that

otherwise.
(10)

Proof: As proved in Section III-A2 the optimal policy for
the BETA-GPS system is the unique acceptable policy that
remains “unchanged” under the XMF process. This implies that
the weight assigned to QoS sensitive session under is
such that the following two conditions are fulfilled.

C1) QoS requirements of session are met. In particular,
for an arbitrary time instant :

C1a) QoS requirements of session up to time are met;
C1b) QoS requirements of session are met;
C2) Session is not compressible in space.

Let denote the last checkpoint with finite value, that is,
. In order for condition C1a) to hold for

it is sufficient that

(11)

In particular, (11) implies that for two consecutive checkpoints
and with finite value: 1)

and 2) . Since and
are both linear in , 1) and 2) imply that

.
Now it is easily seen that

(12)

where the “external” max takes into account condition C1b)
(session’s requirements must be met not only up to but also
for ) and equality holds due to condition C2).

In order to proceed the following must be proved.
Claim 1: For two consecutive checkpoints and with

finite value .3

Claim 2: For two consecutive checkpoints and with
finite value

.4

Claim 1 implies that

(13)

If such that Claim 2
holds for every and implies that

. Obviously, implies
that , since is sufficient to
ensure that session’s QoS requirements are met for . So,

and (12), in conjunction with

3Proof:

Ĉ(� ) � Ĉ(� ), � (� ) =
�

Ĉ(� )
�

�

Ĉ(� )
= � (� ):

4Proof:

� (� ) < � (� ),
N

W
<

�

C

, N C � +N W

< � � W +N W

, N C � +W

< N + � � W

, N W < N + � � W

, N W < N W

, � (� ) < � (� )

where

N = N (0; � ); � = � � �

C = Ĉ(� );W = Ŵ (� ; � ):
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(13), implies that . This means that Proposition 5
holds.

If such that Claim 2
holds for every with and implies that

. Since (12) implies
that and Proposition 5 holds.

Proposition 6: Assume that are
known. is given by5

(14)

where is the set of sessions with delay bound greater
than is the set of sessions for which

and have not cleared their backlog up to time
, and

(15)

is the virtual clearing time of session at , that is, the
backlog clearing time of session assuming that no other ses-
sion is going to empty its backlog before session does.

Proof: Let the QoS sensitive sessions be divided in the
following disjoint sets at .

1) contains sessions which have emptied
their backlog at the current or a previous checkpoint, i.e.,

.
2) : contains sessions with a delay bound greater

than , i.e., .
3) contains sessions for which

and have not cleared their backlog up to
time .
4) contains sessions for which

and have .
According to the definition of the checkpoints, coincides with
either the delay bound or the backlog clearing time of some ses-
sion. Obviously, no future checkpoint is associated with sessions

, since and according to Proposition
4, .

According to Proposition 4, all sessions have
. It is implied that if is associated with

a session in it will have to be the session
. This “justifies” the first term of equation.

Claim 3: For two consecutive checkpoints and with
finite value

.6

From Proposition 5, in conjunction with Claim 3, it is easily
concluded that sessions in are assigned weight less

5It is noted that in order to avoid unnecessary complexity it is assumed that
min(;) =1, that is, the min function returns to1 when applied to an empty
set.

6Proof:

� (� ) < � (� ),
N

W
<

�

C

, N C + � � C < � W + � � C

, C N + � � < � W + � C

, C N < � W

, � (� ) > � (� ):

The notations are the same as in proof of Claim 2.

than or equal to under , i.e., they are served with
a rate less than in the interval . This means that
the slope of their service curve is less than the slope of their
(greedy) arrival curve. Both curves are linear in and
it is obvious that these two lines cannot cross each other, i.e.,
sessions in do not empty their backlog at .

All sessions in are served with a rate greater than
or equal to for so they could empty their
backlog at . For every session the line
with slope which passes from the point

represents for and has
the form .
The line represents the arrivals of the
greedy session. These two lines cross each other at

. It is obvious that the only sessions for which
their virtual clearing time represents their real backlog clearing
time are the sessions whose virtual clearing time is equal to the
minimum virtual clearing time.

C. Optimal CAC Algorithm

The CAC algorithm presented in this section determines pro-
gressively the optimal policy , based on Propositions 5 and
6. It includes two conceptually distinct functions; one which
(based on Proposition 5) examines whether the optimal weights
of the QoS sensitive sessions can be determined at a specific
checkpoint and another which (based on Proposition 6) deter-
mines the next checkpoint.

Assume that all the checkpoints and the corresponding
values of the NBSA bandwidth were known. Proposi-
tion 5 could be used in order to determine the optimal weights
of the QoS sensitive sessions. A sequential consideration of
all the checkpoints would be required since, according to (the
first case of) Proposition 5, for each QoS sensitive session the
first checkpoint at which the condition
would hold should be determined in order to determine the op-
timal weight of session ; if denotes this particular check-
point for session the optimal weight of session is

. The weights of the QoS sensitive sessions not fulfilling
the aforementioned condition at any checkpoint (with a finite
value) would be determined at the last checkpoint with a finite
value, as prescribed by the second case of Proposition 5; if
denotes the last checkpoint with a finite value checkpoint, the
optimal weights of such sessions are .

In the sequel, it is said that session is examined at , when it
is checked whether the condition (in the first
case of Proposition 5), referred to as the condition, holds for ses-
sion at . The interval is referred to as the examination
interval of session ; notice that the quantities
used in the condition are defined for session at only if

(see Definition 4). In addition, it is said that
session is assigned an appropriate weight, when session
meets the condition at and is assigned the optimal weight

.
The algorithm presented in this section employs Proposition 5

in a similar way as that described above in order to determine
the optimal weights of the QoS sensitive sessions. That is, the
checkpoints are considered sequentially and each session is
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode of optimal CAC algorithm.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the optimal CAC algorithm. Steps of the pseudocode
at which the corresponding actions take place are illustrated within square
brackets.

examined at the checkpoints that are within the examination in-
terval of session . At the checkpoint that the condition is met for
session for the first time, session is assigned an appropriate
weight. At the last checkpoint with a finite value, sessions that
have not been assigned a weight are assigned a weight equal to
that prescribed by the second case of Proposition 5. However,
in the framework of the algorithm the checkpoints and the
corresponding values of the NBSA bandwidth are de-
termined on the fly (by using Proposition 6) since they are not a
priori known; only the first checkpoint and the initial
value of the NBSA bandwidth are known.

The pseudocode of the algorithm is provided in Fig. 3, while
Fig. 4 illustrates the flowchart of the algorithm. is the band-
width controlled by the GPS scheduler and QoS is the set of

QoS sensitive sessions under investigation. The algorithm iter-
ates over the checkpoints starting at ; index runs over
the checkpoints, while index runs over the QoS sensitive ses-
sions. At each iteration a checkpoint is considered, and each
QoS sensitive session belongs to one of the following disjoint
sets . These are the same sets of
sessions as those defined in the proof of Proposition 6. However,
in the framework of the algorithm, their conceptual interpreta-
tion is slightly different. More specifically:

• Set contains sessions that fulfill the condition at
or some previous checkpoint and have not emptied their
backlog yet (up to ). In the framework of the algorithm
these are the sessions whose weights have been deter-
mined (since, according to the algorithm, when the con-
dition is met for a session at a checkpoint this session is
assigned an appropriate weight).

• Set contains sessions which have emptied their
backlog at (or before) . Their weights are known, since
(as explained in Step B3) sessions that empty their backlog
at belong in for some , that
is, their weights have been determined at some previous
checkpoint.

• Set contains sessions whose delay bound is less than
. In the framework of the algorithm, this set is also re-

ferred to as the set of not examined sessions, since these
sessions need not be examined at is not within the
examination interval of any session in , thus the con-
dition is definitely not met by any of them at .

• Set contains the rest of the sessions, that is, ses-
sions that were examined at a previous checkpoint but their
weights were not determined.

Next, a detailed description of the algorithm is provided.
In the description it is assumed that all the checkpoints
up to are known, as well as the sets of sessions

, for and the
weights of the sessions in and in (these
weights are determined during previous iterations). Notice that
this holds for , since and ; at
all QoS sensitive sessions belong to (since their delay
bounds are greater than ), while all other sets are empty.

A) Initialization of the algorithm. Initially, the checkpoint
which corresponds to the beginning of the system busy
period of the all-greedy system (that is, ) is consid-
ered. At , Steps B2)–B6) of the algorithm are not exe-
cuted, since the sets of sessions are already known (as ex-
plained at the beginning, all sets are empty except ).

B) Main loop B1)–B6) is executed until the weights of all
QoS sensitive sessions are determined.

B1) Using Proposition 6, the value of time at the current
checkpoint is computed. The weights of sessions in

, which are needed in order to determine , have
been determined using Proposition 5 at some previous
checkpoint, since contains sessions which fulfill
the condition at some previous checkpoint. Thus, the
quantities needed to determine the next checkpoint are
known or can be computed.

B2) If , the previous checkpoint was the one
with the maximum finite value of time, and according to
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the second case of Proposition 5 the weights of the ses-
sions whose weight has not been determined yet must be
determined at . Thus, sessions in are as-
signed a weight equal to . Such sessions (whose
optimal weight is determined according to the second case
of Proposition 5) have a backlog clearing time which tends
to infinity. If the sum of the weights assigned to QoS sen-
sitive sessions is greater or equal to one, then the sessions
are not schedulable and the algorithm terminates.7

B3) Sessions which empty their backlog at the current check-
point are moved to set . This is necessary in
order to compute the value of the NBSA bandwidth at

; according to (5), the set of sessions that empty
their backlog up to and their weights must be known.

As shown in the Proof of Proposition 6, only sessions
in may empty their backlog at , and from the
sessions in those whose virtual clearing time at

are equal to empty their backlog at . Thus, set
corresponds to the set of sessions which

has been examined at a previous checkpoint; the weights
have been determined at a previous checkpoint and empty
their backlog at .

B4) As mentioned, the algorithm uses Proposition 5 in order
to determine the optimal weights of the QoS sensitive
sessions. According to Proposition 5, if is the first
checkpoint, within the examination interval of session
, at which the condition is met for session (that is,

holds), then the optimal weight for ses-
sion is . At this step, the algorithm checks
whether the condition is met for two kinds of sessions.

• Sessions which have already been examined
at some previous checkpoint but did not fulfill
the condition (that is, sessions in ). Set

contains the sessions that fulfill
the condition for the first time at . is moved
into set at Step B6); the rest of the sessions in

remain in set .
• Sessions which are examined for the first time at

(sessions for which , that is, is the beginning
of their examination interval). From these sessions,
those fulfilling the condition form the set

(sessions which are examined for the first
time at and their weights can be determined at
since they meet the condition at ), while the rest of
these sessions form the set (sessions
which are examined for the first time at the current
checkpoint but their weights cannot determined
at ). At Steps B5) and B6) the main sets are properly
updated.

B5) The sets and are determined by properly
updating the corresponding sets at . More specifi-
cally, all sessions in that are examined at (sets

and ) are removed from ; sessions in
that fulfill the condition at (set ) are

removed from , while sessions in that
are examined at and do not meet the condition at (set

) are added to .

7All �s are considered to be initially undefined. � denotes the sum-
mation over all sessions that have been assigned a weight by the algorithm.

B6) At this step, the weight assignment for the sessions whose
weight is determined at is performed. If the sum of the
weights assigned to QoS sensitive sessions is greater than
or equal to one, then the sessions are not schedulable and
the algorithm terminates. In addition, set is deter-
mined by removing from the sessions that empty
their backlog at (set ) and by adding the sessions
whose weights are determined at (sets and ).

C) The weight of the best effort traffic session is com-
puted.

IV. PURE QoS SYSTEM

In a system where only QoS sensitive sessions are present,
the existence of an extra session, denoted as “dummy,” may be
assumed and the presented algorithm be applied. The modified
algorithm for the pure QoS system is referred to as modified
optimal CAC algorithm (MOCA).

The MOCA is exactly the same as the optimal CAC algorithm
for the BETA-GPS system except the check of the sum of the
weights assigned to QoS sensitive sessions at steps B2) and B6),
which should be replaced by “if ( or

), then error” , since the “dummy” session can be assigned
a weight equal to zero. In addition, at Step C) should be
replaced by for “dummy.”

The input of the MOCA is a traffic mix consisting only of
QoS sensitive sessions . If the MOCA finds a
solution, it returns a assignment . Ob-
viously, the QoS sensitive sessions can be admitted being as-
signed weights (or normalized to sum to one

). If the MOCA does not find a
solution, then this implies that a solution does not exist, since
the MOCA minimizes . In this sense, the MOCA can
be considered as optimal for the pure QoS system.

A. Minimal Bandwidth Requirement

Another capability that could be required by a CAC scheme
for the pure QoS system is to be able to compute the minimum
capacity of the GPS server required to support the
QoS sensitive sessions (and the appropriate assignment). (The
capacity not used by the GPS server could be used by another
server. The scheme under which such a partitioning could be
realized is out of the scope of this paper.) In this case, the fol-
lowing proposition is useful.

Proposition 7: Suppose that an acceptable policy is com-
puted by the MOCA in a pure QoS system where the GPS sched-
uler controls capacity . QoS sensitive sessions, assigned the
computed weights and served by a GPS scheduler controlling
capacity , do meet their QoS requirements.

Proof: Assume that an acceptable policy
has been computed by the MOCA. If , the

proposition holds. If , any can be chosen
to describe the “dummy” session as long as it does conform to
the assumption that the “dummy” session empties its backlog
last in order and to the stability condition .
Let , and let and be arbitrary but properly
selected so that the “dummy” session empties its backlog last
in order.

Since the greedy system corresponds to the worst case arrival
scenario resulting in the maximum delay experienced by the
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QoS sensitive sessions, their requirements are satisfied under
any other arrival scenario including the following: Consider the
“dummy” session not starting greedy at the beginning of the
system busy period but with and transmitting with a
constant rate equal to . It is easily seen that this sce-
nario is equivalent to a pure QoS system where the GPS server
controls capacity equal to .

Proposition 7 states that the QoS sensitive sessions would
meet their requirements even in a more stringent environment,
where the capacity controlled by the GPS server is equal to

. This indicates that if it is desirable to compute
the minimum capacity of the GPS server required to
support the QoS sensitive sessions, the following recursive
process can be followed, which amounts to cutting slices of size

from the capacity (with ) controlled by
the GPS scheduler at the th iteration until the last slice becomes
smaller than an arbitrary predefined small quantity .

compute CG(min)(Nex0; CG)

n = 1; C(1) = CG

for(; ; )
f�d(n) = �d(MOCA(Nex0; C(n)))

C(n+1) = C(n)(1 � �d(n))

if (�d(n)C(n) < �), then fCG(min) = C(n+1); exitg
n = n + 1g:

is the traffic mix (consisting only of QoS sensitive
sessions) and is an arbitrary small positive number. is
the weight assigned to the “dummy” session by the MOCA,
assuming that the GPS scheduler controls capacity . The
process stops when becomes less than a predefined
quantity .

The feasibility of this process and the fact that it can approx-
imate as closely as desired the minimum GPS capacity required
to support the QoS sensitive sessions can be easily concluded.
In particular, let be the weight assigned to the “dummy”
session at the first iteration of the process. The weight assigned
to the “dummy” session is the weight not needed by the QoS
sensitive sessions. If , then the optimal solution is de-
termined, since the MOCA minimizes . If ,
then, according to Proposition 7, bandwidth is
sufficient to satisfy QoS sensitive sessions requirements. Ap-
plying MOCA at the second iteration leads to the computation
of the maximum not needed by the QoS sensitive sessions for
the more stringent system ( ).8 If ,
the optimal solution is determined, else the process is repeated.
Due to the fact that becomes smaller at each iteration, the
aforementioned process approximates as closely as desired the
solution to the problem of minimization of the required capacity
to admit the QoS sensitive sessions.

8It is easy to prove that � � � by contradiction. In particular, sup-
pose that � > � . Since QoS sensitive sessions meet their delay bounds
under (� ; . . . ; � ); � = 1 � � , when the GPS server
controls capacity C (1 � � ) they will not miss their delay bound when
the GPS server controls capacity C , that is, the policy (� ; . . . ; � ) is
an acceptable policy for the case where the GPS server controls capacity C .
This implies that (� ; . . . ; � ); � = 1 � � computed by
MOCA at the first iteration was not the policy with the minimum � (con-
tradiction).

V. DISCUSSION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Relation to the Effective Bandwidth-Based CAC

Deterministic effective bandwidth [8] can be used in a
straightforward way to give a simple and elegant CAC scheme.
A similar approach is followed in [4] for the deterministic part
of their analysis. The deterministic effective bandwidth of a

session is given by .
It is easy to see that the requirements of the QoS sensitive
sessions are satisfied if they are assigned weights such that

.
In this section, the presented algorithm is compared with the
effective bandwidth-based CAC scheme. The effective band-
width-based CAC is tighter than the CAC, which is based on
rate proportional weighting , which is
used for comparison in [3] (see also [10]).

In addition, it is noted that the effective bandwidth-based
CAC scheme can be considered as a special case of the presented
algorithm. If the presented algorithm is denied the ability to “re-
member” which sessions and when they empty their backlog,
the NBSA bandwidth, as computed by the algorithm, has a con-
stant value which is equal to and each checkpoint coin-
cides with some session’s delay bound. It is easily seen that in
this special case the algorithm would assign to session weight
equal to , since the algorithm would be
completely unable to keep track of the evolution of the greedy
system. This implies 9 that

, that is, the algorithm would assign to each session the same
weight as the effective bandwidth-based CAC would.

B. Graphical Interpretation

In this section, an intuitive examination of the algorithm is
attempted. The examination is based on the graphical represen-
tation of the mean values of the associated quantities.

Since the GPS scheduler is work conserving,
, where in the best effort

aware system and in the pure QoS system, holds
for arbitrary in the system busy period. This implies that

(16)

where is the mean work assigned to ses-
sion in . The mean requirements of session in the interval

are

(17)

which implies

(18)

Although session requirements are always an increasing func-
tion of time (for ), the mean requirements of a ses-
sion are an increasing (decreasing) function of time if

.

9From Definition 4, it is concluded that in this special case (where the
NBSA bandwidth is considered equal to C ) � (� ) = (� )=(C D ) and
� (� ) = (� )=(C ) for all QoS sensitive sessions.
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Fig. 5. (I) Mean service received by the session which empties its backlog first
in order under the optimal policy � and under the policy � . (II) Mean work
assigned to other sessions under the optimal policy � and under some other
policy � .

Condition , which must hold in
order for QoS sensitive session requirements to be satisfied,
implies that . For , where
is the backlog clearing time of session , session is served with
a constant rate (equal to ). Thus

(19)

In Fig. 5(I), the mean service received by the QoS sensitive
session which empties its backlog first in order (it is assumed
that it is only one for simplicity and will be referred to as session
1) under the optimal policy (curve EFG) and under some
other policy, (curve HIG), is shown.

is constant (linear parts EF and HI for policies
and , respectively) as long as the session is backlogged. Ac-
cording to (19), the service curve of the session coincides with
the curve for . This implies that
the backlog clearing time of the session corresponds to point
F under and I under . From Fig. 5(I), it is evident that
session’s requirements (curve ABCD) are satisfied under both
policies.

In Fig. 5(II), the quantity (curve ABCD under
, curve ECD under ), which represents the mean work

available to other sessions, is shown. In this figure the following
observations can be made.

1) Under the requirements of a session with mean re-
quirements of the form (i) can be satisfied, while under
they cannot.
2) Under both policies, a session with mean requirements of

the form (ii) can be admitted. In addition, under both policies
the best effort traffic is assigned the same fraction of

for , but this corresponds to a greater weight
under . The former observations illustrated the optimality
of the presented algorithm.
3) It may also be observed that under both policies a session

with mean requirements of the form (iii) can be admitted.
In this example, the minimum required server capacity has
the same value under both policies and . This
illustrates that the optimal solution for the pure QoS system
is, in general, not unique, since there exist several policies
under which is minimized.

Finally, it should be mentioned that no session with a deter-
ministic effective bandwidth greater than that corresponding to
the straight line in Fig. 5(II) would be admitted along
with session 1 [whose deterministic effective bandwidth corre-
sponds to the straight line ECF in Fig. 5(I)].

TABLE I
SESSIONS UNDER INVESTIGATION

Fig. 6. Weight assigned to the best effort traffic according to the (1) optimal
BETA-GPS CAC and (2) effective bandwidth-based CAC scheme, both under
the constraintN +N +N = 24. Minimum guaranteed rate to the best effort
traffic is � C .

C. Numerical Results

In this section, some numerical results are presented for the
BETA-GPS system. Although the algorithm can support an ar-
bitrary number of delay classes the numerical investigation is
limited to the case of three delay classes.Two cases are investi-
gated.

Case 1:The traffic mix consists only of QoS sensitive sessions
whose mean requirements are a decreasing function of time for

. The sessions under investigation for this case are
shown in Table I. All quantities are considered normalized with
respect to the link capacity C.

In order to compare the presented algorithm with the effec-
tive bandwidth-based CAC scheme, the following scenario is
considered. The effective bandwidth-based CAC scheme ad-
mits the maximum number of sessions under the constraint that
a nonzero weight remains to be assigned to best effort traffic.
From Table I it can be seen that the effective bandwidth of each
QoS sensitive session is 1/25 of the server’s capacity (which is
considered to be equal to the link capacity ), im-
plying that for the BETA-GPS system at most 24 QoS sensitive
sessions can be admitted under the effective bandwidth-based
CAC scheme. This means that must hold
and that the best effort traffic is assigned weight equal to 0.04
for each such triplets ( , and denote the number of
admitted sessions of type , and , respectively). For each
triplet , the weight assigned
to the best effort traffic by the optimal BETA-GPS CAC scheme
is computed. The results are illustrated in Fig. 6.

It is easily seen that the improvement achieved by the optimal
algorithm depends on the diversity of the traffic mix. For het-
erogeneous traffic mixes a significant improvement is achieved.
On the other hand, for pure homogeneous traffic mixes (only
one type of session) the optimal algorithm cannot result in any
improvement.

Case 2:The traffic mix consists of both types of QoS sensitive
sessions (with increasing and decreasing mean requirements).
To demonstrate this case session is replaced by a session
with the same effective bandwidth but with mean requirements
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which are an increasing function of time (see Table I). The same
scenario as in Case 1 is followed. The results are illustrated in
Fig. 6. The achieved improvement is less than in Case 1, in
particular when sessions of type are a minor part of the traffic
mix.

The above results suggest that the presented algorithm for
the BETA-GPS system may achieve a significant improvement,
compared to the effective bandwidth-based CAC scheme when
the traffic mix is heterogeneous and consists of bursty sessions,10

that is, sessions whose mean requirements are a decreasing func-
tion of time. It is noted that the case where the traffic mix con-
sists of QoS sensitive session whose mean requirements are an
increasing function of time for is not considered,
since in this special case the problem of CAC is trivial; that is,
the stability condition is sufficient to ensure that the QoS sen-
sitive sessions do not violate their delay bounds, and obviously
the described optimal CAC algorithm does not improve the re-
source utilization.

D. Complexity of the Algorithm

Consider the following simplistic implementation of the algo-
rithm, which is in direct correspondence with the pseudocode of
the algorithm. The state of the QoS sensitive sessions is kept in
a matrix. Each row of the matrix corresponds to a QoS
sensitive session and includes the following
fields: , where
is the weight assigned to session is the virtual
clearing time of session at the iteration and

indicates the set that session belongs to at the
iteration. In addition, assume that the values of the quan-

tities for each checkpoint are
stored.

Initially, the sessions are sorted with respect to delay in
ascending order, incurring a complexity of . At
each iteration of the algorithm a checkpoint is examined. It
can easily be verified that each step of each iteration is of
complexity . More specifically, computing the quantities

for a session can be done in
and, thus, computing these quantities for all sessions exam-
ined at an iteration can be done in . The update of a set
corresponds to properly adjusting the values of and

and is of complexity . Finding the minimums at
Step B1) and the update of [which can also take place
during Step B3)] are of complexity , while the update of

is an operation. Thus, the update of the system
at each checkpoint is performed in complexity. There
are at most checkpoints, implying that the computational
complexity of the algorithm is .

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the problem of allocating optimal weights to
sessions being served according to the GPS scheduling disci-

10At this point it should be noted that sessions are characterized as “burtsy”
and “nonbursty” from the perspective of the required service rate (and not from
the perspective of the arrival rate); as a threshold the mean rate of the session is
used. More specifically, the service rate of a session whose mean requirements
are a decreasing function of time must exceed (for some time interval) its mean
rate in order for the QoS requirements of the sessions to be met and, thus, some
kind of burstiness is expected to occur in the session’s service rate; such sessions
are characterized as bursty.

pline at a single node has been addressed. The derivation of
the optimal solution is based on a procedure capable of trans-
forming any acceptable weight allocation to the optimal one;
based on this procedure, a CAC algorithm that computes the
optimal weight assignment directly has been derived.

Since the proposed CAC scheme is optimal, it bounds the re-
source utilization that can be achieved by a GPS scheduler at a
single node and, thus, helps in comparing the efficiency of other
simpler CAC schemes and the comparison of GPS with other
scheduling disciplines. For example, it can be used to investi-
gate how much worse GPS is as compared to earliest deadline
first (EDF), which is known to be the optimal scheduler for the
single-node case.

Apart from its value as a performance bound, whether the
optimal algorithm retains enough gain to be used in

practice in place of deterministic effective bandwidth-
based algorithm remains to be investigated.

In addition, it should be noted that in order to be able to sus-
tain an optimal performance in a dynamic environment (new
sessions arriving, other ending) the algorithm has to be re-ex-
ecuted upon any change in the traffic mix in order to recom-
pute the optimal weights. This requirement emphasizes an in-
herent drawback of the GPS scheduling discipline, which is that
it cannot fully exploit the available bandwidth under a static al-
location of weights.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Proposition 1 (Section III.A)

Due to space limitations, the following notations are used in
the proof of Proposition 1:

Only the proof for Steps II.1a) and II.1b) is provided. The
proof for Step II.2.a) is similar.

First, it is proved that the “conditional exchange of weights”
between sessions in and sessions in is feasible, that is,
the total decrease of the weights of sessions in is sufficient
to balance the necessary total increase of the weights of sessions
in so that the condition [see II.1)] is met. It is also shown
that the best effort traffic is assigned a greater weight under ,
that is is more efficient than . Then, it is shown that the
QoS sensitive sessions do not miss their delay bound under .

Assume that the described “conditional exchange of weights”
between sessions in and sessions in is feasible. Let
denote the weight assigned to session under . Under ,
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sessions in preserve their position in space, sessions in
are compressed in space, and sessions in are decom-

pressed in space, i.e.

(20)

1) Sessions in Are Backlogged at Under
: If Step II.1a) is followed, and

holds for the (intermediate) policy . If Step II.1b) is followed,
but . In both cases, sessions in empty

their backlog at under and sessions in are
assigned the same amount of work under and under over
the interval . This means that since sessions in
are still backlogged at time under , they are backlogged
at time (and ) under too.

2) Sessions in Preserve Their Position in
Space: Sessions in preserve their position in space
(they are assigned the same weights under and ),
and all sessions in (and the best effort traffic)
empty their backlog for , under and
under , by assumption. Obviously, and

. Since , it is
implied that , and .
Similarly, it is concluded that

(21)

and

(22)

This means that in both cases [Step II.1.a) or II.1.b)] sessions in
preserve their position in space.

3) Sessions in Preserve Their Position in Space: CASE
A: . Sessions in empty their backlog at
under . This implies , i.e.,

(23)

Sessions in empty their backlog at under , i.e.,

(24)

In both cases [Steps (II.1a) and (II.1b)] under examination
, implying that (24) holds . Subtracting (23)

from (24) implies

Cond. (25)

Sessions in are assigned the same amount of work up to
time under and under , i.e.,

(26)

From (21) and (22), it is implied that

(27)

Using (22)

(28)

Equations (27) and (28) imply that

(29)

In addition, it is obvious that

(30)

Conditions 1 and 2, using (29) and (30), become

(31)

(32)

Equations (31) and (32) provide the necessary relations to de-
termine the s under the assumption that the “conditional ex-
change of weights” is feasible. In order to prove that the assump-
tion holds, it is sufficient to show that the total decrease of the
weights of sessions in is sufficient to balance the total in-
crease of the weights of sessions in .

4) Decrease of the Weights of Sessions in Is Greater Than
the Increase of the Weights of Sessions in : Summing over
all , (31) gives

(33)

After some algebra, the following equality can be verified

(34)
Dividing (32) by (33), due to (34), results in

(35)

Equation (35) is the main result of this section. Summing over
all sessions in (and using

(36)

This means that the total decrease of the weights of sessions in
is greater than the total increase of the weights of sessions

in . So, the described “conditional exchange of weights” is
feasible. In addition, the best effort traffic is assigned a greater
weight under the intermediate policy

(37)
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Equation (35) implies that

(38)

Under and , the same sessions empty their backlog in
(implying that ) and sessions in

receive, by assumption, the same amount of work over
under both policies. In conjunction with (38) it can be

concluded that sessions in preserve their position in space
under . It is easy to show that this holds for the best effort
traffic too.

CASE B: . This case is examined only for Step
II.1.a) ( and ), since the proof for
Step II.1.b) is exactly the same as in CASE A.

5) Equation (35) Holds for CASE B Too: In Case B (and
assuming that Step II.1.a) was followed) the following equations
hold under and , since and :

(39)

(40)

From (21) and (22)

(41)

Subtracting (39) from (40) implies

(42)

Summing over all , (39) gives

(43)

Dividing (42) by (43), due to (34), results in (35).
6) Is Acceptable: It has been shown that the “conditional

exchange of weights” between sessions in and sessions in
is feasible and that is more efficient than . It is easily

seen that the requirements of the QoS sensitive sessions are not
violated under (that is is acceptable).

• For : The NBSA bandwidth of the system
is the same under the two policies [see (22)]. Ses-
sions in are assigned the same weight under
and so they get the same service under both poli-
cies, i.e., . Sessions
in are assigned a greater weight under than
under so they get better service under , i.e.,

. Sessions in
are assigned a smaller weight under so they get worse
service, i.e., , but by
assumption they do not violate their delay bound.

• For : All sessions in have cleared their
backlog under and so they get the same service
under both policies, i.e.,

. Sessions in are assigned a smaller weight
under than under so they get worse service,

i.e., ; but, by as-
sumption they do not violate their delay bound. Ses-
sions in are assigned a greater amount of work
in , and at
the amount of work they have received is the same
under both policies . So,

holds .
• For : All sessions in have cleared their

backlog under and so they get the same service
under both policies, i.e.,

. The NBSA bandwidth of the system is the
same under the two policies at . This implies, in con-
junction with (38), that sessions in are assigned the
same amount of work under and , i.e.,

.

The best effort traffic is assigned a greater weight under ; the
same conclusions as for the sessions in hold for it.

Finally, it is noted that since the exchange of s takes place
in a continuous way, it is sufficient to show that the final policy
is acceptable in order to ensure that every intermediate policy
is acceptable. can be replaced by any and
the proof that the intermediate policy is acceptable and more
efficient still holds.

B. Proof of Proposition 2 (Section III.A)

According to Proposition 1, each time that the XMF process
modifies the original policy the resulting policy is ac-
ceptable and more efficient. This implies that the generated by
the XMF process policy is acceptable and more efficient than
the original policy, except from the case where XMF does not
modify the original policy.

Two policies are identical (all sessions are assigned the same
weights under both policies) if and only if the backlog clearing
time of each session in an all-greedy system is the same under
both policies. In particular, in the all-greedy system and

hold under any policy . If
for two policies and , it is concluded that for
all sessions for which (where is defined as

for all sessions for which ). If the same
set of sessions empties its backlog at , under both policies

(the NBSA bandwidth has the same value
right of the first backlog clearing time under both policies). If

, it is concluded that for all sessions
for which . If the same set of sessions empties its

backlog at , under both policies holds.
Similarly, for all backlog clearing times the validity of the claim
becomes clear.

Now suppose that there were two policies, and ,
for which . Let

denote the set of sessions that empty their backlog
th in order under and , respectively. Suppose fur-

ther that the two policies coincide for the set of sessions in
and their first difference

occurs for the sets , i.e., the first backlog
clearing time on which the two policies differ is considered.
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The differentiation between the two policies can have one of
the following forms.

• , that is, under both policies the same ses-
sions empty their backlog th in order, but they differ
on the backlog clearing time of these sessions. Suppose

. This means that under sessions in
are not compressible in space (else the XMF process
would have expanded their busy periods) and under
they are (contradiction).

• . It is easily seen that a session which empties
its backlog at a different time instance under the two poli-
cies exists. Such a session is not compressible in space
under the one policy (the policy under which it empties its
backlog first) and is compressible under the other (contra-
diction).
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